










































??Kepler starb im Elend?????????????????????????????


































q? :?x?king−of?x , France???y?king−of?y , France?? y ? x?? bald?x??.
?????????????????????????????????? n? q???
???????????? n? q???? :
n? q??:?x?king−of?x , France???y?king−of?y , France?? y ? x???bald?x??.
n? q??: ??x?king−of?x , France???y?king−of?y , France?? y ? x?? bald?x??.
???????????????????n? q??? q??????The king of France is
not bald?n?q?????????n? q??? q????????It is not the case that the king of
France is bald??q?????????????????n?q??? ?q???????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? The king of France
is bald??????????????????????????????????? The







?? q??? p????????p?????????q??? q???????







?q??? p?&?n?q???? p?&?p??????q?? n?q???????
?a??q pres p???q ? p?.
?b??q pres p???n?q?? p?.
?c??q pres p????p ???q ? ?n?q???.
?? q ??q ? r?????????????q ??q ? n?q????????????
??????????q pres p?? q?? p??????????????????a???
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???????n?q???q ? n?q?????????????????b???????
















































q? : Bill regrets lying to his parents.
p? : Bill has lied to his parents.??abr−p? d?, d?, d?, e???. ????abr−p? x,y,z,e?:
? ?Bill x , y are z’s parents?z ? x , e:: x has lied to y?????abr−p? x,y,
z,e???????x????y ? z ???????z ? x ????e ? x ?
y ???????????????????????????????
q???? : Bill has lied to his parents and he regrets it .??abr−p? d?, d?, d?, e??, d?
regrets e?? FOL−?? :?x?y?z?e?abr−p? x,y,z,e?? x regrets e???
?q?????????????????????he regrets it???????
????????????????????Bill has lied to his parents???
??????????????????????????????????
???????????????
n?q??: Bill does not regret lying to his parents.
??abr−p? d?, d?, d?, e??, ??d? regrets e????
??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????n?q???????
Bill has lied to his parents and he does not regret it .
?????????
?b? ????????Aspectual?
q? : Ivan has stopped beating his wife.
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p? : Ivan has beaten his wife.??abr−p? d?, d?, s???. ????abr−p? x,y,s?:? ?Ivan
x , y is wife of x , s::?x has been beating y???????
q???? : Ivan has beaten his wife and he stopped it .
??abr−p? d?, d?, s??, d? stopped s???
n?q??: Ivan has not stopped beating his wife.
??abr−p? d?, d?, s??, ??d? stopped s????
?c? ?????Iterative?
q? : Andy met with the PLO again today.
p? : Andy has met with the PLO before.??type−p? d?, d?, e?, t??, t? ? today?ts??.
????type−p? x,y,e,t?:? ?Andy x , y is the PLO, e::?x meets with y?, at
?e, t???????
q???? : Andy’s meeting with the PLO took place before and
the same type of events took place today .
??type−p? d?, d?, e?, t??, t? ? today?ts?, type−p? d?, d?, e?, t??, t? ? today
?ts???
n?q??: This time, Andy did not meet with the PLO today.
??type−p? d?, d?, e?, t??, t?? today?ts?, ??e?t?type−p? d?, d?, e, t?, t ?
today?ts????
??? ????Cleft?
q? : It was in August that we left Connecticut.
p? : We left Connecticut.??abr−p? d?, t???. ????abr−p? x,t?:? ?Connecticut x,
t::?we left x???????
q???? : We left Connecticut and that was in August .
??abr−p? d?, t??, t?? August??
n?q??: It was not in August that we left Connecticut.
??abr−p? d?, t??, ??t?? August???
??? ?????Pseudocleft?
q? : What John destroyed was his typewriter.
p? : John destroyed something.??abr−p? d??d???. ????abr−p? x,y?:? ?John
x , x destroyed y??????
q???? : John destroyed something and that was his typewriter .
??abr−p? d?, d??, d? is typewriter, d? belongs to d???
n?q??: What John destroyed was not his typewriter.
??abr−p? d?, d??, ??d? is typewriter, d? belongs to d????
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?f??????????????Too?
q? : Billy is guilty, too.
p? : Someone other than Billy is guilty. ????Billy d??, type−p? d???. ????type−
p? x?:? ?x is guilty??????
q???? : Someone other than Billy is guilty and Billy is guilty .
????Billy d??, type−p? d??, Billy d?, type−p? d????
n?q??: Only Billy is not guilty.
????Billy d??, type−p? d??, Billy d?, ??type−p? d?????
?g? ????????????????Aristotelian?Quantifiers?
q? : All of John’s children are asleep.
p? : John has children.??abr−p? d???. ????abr−p? x?:? ?x ? max?z??y
?John y , y is father of z???x ? ? ?????????max?z??y ?John y , y
is father of z?????????????????????????????
??????Nakayama?????a?, ??????????????
q???? : John has children and all of them are asleep .
??abr−p? d??, d?? max?z?z is a part of d?, z are asleep?, d?? d???
n?q??: Not all of John’s children are asleep.
??abr−p? d??, d?? max?z?z is a part of d?, z are asleep?, ??d?? d????
??? ?????Referential?
q? : The King of France is hiding.
p? : There is a King of France.??abr−p? d?, d???. ????abr−p? x ,y?:? ?France
y , x is king of y??????
q???? : There is a King of France and he is hiding .
??abr−p? d?, d??, d? is hiding??
































Bel?S, q ? p???Bel?S, q?? Bel?S, p??.
????????????????????????????
??? ??????
?????? S? q?????????S? q???????????????
?????????? :









???a?q? p??????? S??????????S? q????????S? p?
????? :
Bel?S, q pres p???Assert?S, q?? Bel?S, p??.
???b?q? p??????? S??????????S? p??????????q?
??????????? :
Bel?S, q pres p????Bel?S, p?? ?Assert?S, q??.
???c?q? p??????? S??????????S? n?q?????????S?
p?????? :
Bel?S, q pres p???Assert?S, n?q??? Bel?S, p??.
?? Bel?S, q pres p?? Assert?S, q????????????a???K????Bel?S,
q ? p????????????? Bel?S, q??????????a???K????Bel?S, p?
????????????a???????????????c?????a????????
???????????????b???Assert?S, q?? Bel?S, p????????a???
????????????? ???????
???a?????b??????????????????????The king of France is bald















???? G? p?????????????G?????? G???????
?????????????? p????????????????????
???? :
S−Bel?G, p?? ?x?G?Bel?x , x?G?? Bel?x , p??.
???b???????Collective belief?
???? G? p?????????????G? p????????????
?????? G???????????????????? :




????p? q?????? LC??????????????q? p????????
? LC????????????????C−Bel?LC, q pres p???
???????????b????????????????????????????? :
???a?S? LC????????S? LC????????????????S?LC ?
S−Bel?LC, p??? Bel?S, p???
???b?S? LC????????S? LC????????????????S?LC ?
C−Bel?LC, p??? Bel?S, p???
???c?S? LC??????p? q? LC?????????????S? p? q??
??????????S?LC ? C−Bel?LC, q pres p??? Bel?S, q pres p???
?? ???S?LC?????????x ? S, G ? LC????a????????S−Bel
?LC, p?? Bel?S, p???????????a??????????x ? S, G ? LC????a?
???????b????????C−Bel?LC, p???Bel?S, S?LC?? Bel?S, S−Bel?LC,
p???????????C−Bel?LC, p????????a???K????????Bel?S, Bel
?S, p?????????????????????Bel?S, p?????????b?????
























????q? p??????? S?????????S??q ? n?q?????????
???q????????????????q?? S???????S? p???
?????????????????????????Bel?S, q pres p??
?Bel?S, q ? n?q????Assert?S,??q??? Bel?S, p?????
?? ?????K????Bel?S, q pres p???Bel?S, q ? n?q??? Bel?S, p??????
?r ??s ? u????r ??s ??v ? u????????????????????????
????? ???????
????q? p??????? S??????????p????????? r???
??q?? r?? S????????S? p????????????????????
???????q??? r???t??? q?? S????????S??q ? n?q????
?????????????????S? p???????????????????
???q? p??????? S?????????S??q ? n?q???????????





???a?Either Fred doesn’t have a rabbit or Fred’s rabbit is hiding??p?? q??.
???b?If there is a king of France, then the king of France is bald?p?? q??.
???a?????b?????????????????????????????????
???????p?? p??????????Bel?S, p??, ?Bel?S, p???????????
???????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????Grice???????





























































































































????????y F?Max, y????y F?Max, y?? ?z?F?Max, z?? G?z???????
???????????p :? ?y F?Max, y?, q :? ?z?F?Max, z?? G?z???????
?p ??p ? q?????????????????????????????????
???p???p ? q????????????????p? p ? q??????????
??Bel?S, p?? Bel?S, p ? q?????????????????????????





??????????????Ivan has not stopped beating his wife. Actually, Ivan has no
wife?q??????????????????????????????????q????
????????????????Ivan has stopped beating his wife?q?????????
????????????Bel?S, Bel?H, q???????????????q???????
????????????????????
??b?q? : Ivan has stopped beating his wife.???????????????????
n?q??: Ivan has not stopped beating his wife.
p? : Ivan has been beating his wife.
pp? : Ivan has a wife
q?? p?? pp??????????q? pres?p?? pp????
q?? : Ivan has not stopped beating his wife. Ivan has no wife.?? q?????, ?pp???









????? H? q????????????????? S?????????Bel?S,





























??b?q? : Ivan has stopped beating his wife.
p? : Ivan has beaten his wife.??abr−p? d?, d?, s???. ????abr−p? x,y,s?:? ?Ivan
x , y is wife of x , s::?x has been beating y???????
q???? : Ivan has beaten his wife and he stopped it .
??abr−p? d?, d?, s??, d? stopped s???
n?q??: Ivan has not stopped beating his wife.
??abr−p? d?, d?, s??, ??d? stopped s????
?? p????his wife?????????????????????????????
????
??b+?p? : Ivan has beaten his wife?
pp? : Ivan has a wife.??abr−pp? d?, d???. ????abr−pp? x,y?:? ?Ivan x?y is
wife of x??????
p???? : Ivan has a wife and he has beaten her .
??abr−pp? d?, d??, s? ::?d? has been beating d????
n?p??: Ivan has not beaten his wife.
??abr−pp? d?, d??, ??s ?s ::?d? has been beating d?????
??????q?? p???????p?? pp???????????q? pres p????p? pres
pp????????pp?? q??????????????
??????????????????????????????????????




??e?q? : What John destroyed was his typewriter.
p? : John destroyed something.??abr−p? d?, d???. ????abr−p? x ,y?:? ?John x,
x destroyed y??????
p?* : John owned a typewriter.??abr−p?*?d?, d???. ????abr−p?*?x ,y?:? ?John
x , y was typewriter, x owned y??????
q????* : John destroyed something, John owned a typewriter,
and what he destroyed was the typewriter .
??abr−p? d?, d??, abr−p?*?d?, d??, d?? d???
n*?q??: What John destroyed was not his typewriter.
??abr−p? d?, d??, abr−p?*?d?, d??, ??d?? d????
???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
?a? q? p??????p? r???????????q? r??????????q
pres p???p pres r???q pres r???
?b? q? p? r???????????q? p ? r??????????q pres p?
??q pres r???q pres?p ? r????
?c? q? p??????p? r???????????q? p ? r???????
???q pres p???p pres r???q pres?p ? r????
?? ?????a???????? q pres p???p pres r?????????????
????a????q ? p???p ? r???????????q ? r ?????????
??b???? n?q?? p???????????n?q?? r ???????????q ? r?
??n?q?? r?????q ? n?q??? r????????????????????q ?
n?q??? r???????????? q pres r???????
?????b????????q pres p???q pres r???????????????
?s ? p???s ? r???s ??p ? r?????????????s :??q ? n?q???
??????????q ? n?q????p ? r?????????????????q pres?p
? r????????
???c???????? q pres p???p pres r??????????????????a?
??? q pres r?????????????b????q pres?p ? r????????
???????
?? ????????????









































???Bill does not regret lying to his parents?n?q???????????It is not the case that Bill regrets
lying to his parents??q??????????????????b?????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????r??s?? ? r? s?
??????????????n?q?:??r??s?, q :??r? s??????n?q?? ?q?????
?????????????????? NRL??? FOL−???????????????????
?????????????n?q??:??abr−p? d?, d?, d?, e??, ??d? regrets e???, ?q?:???x?y?z
?e?abr−p? x,y,z,e?? x regrets e?????????????n?q??? ?q???????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
????????abr−p? d?, d?, d?, e??, ??d? regrets e???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? Russell????????
????????????????????????????????????????????




R?x ,y ,z ,e???????????????
?x??x??y??y??z??z??e??e??R?x?, y?, z?, e??? abr−p? x?, y?, z?, e??? R?x??y??z??e???
abr−p? x?, y?, z?, e?????x?? x?? y?? y?? z?? z?? e?? e???.
q???? : Bill has lied to his parents and he regrets it .
??R?d?, d?, d?, e??, abr−p? d?, d?, d?, e??, d? regrets e???
n?q??: Bill does not regret lying to his parents.
??R?d?, d?, d?, e??, abr−p? d?, d?, d?, e??, ??d? regrets e????
?q?: It is not the case that Bill regrets lying to his parents.
???x?y?z?e ?R?x,y,z,e?, abr−p? x,y,z,e?, x regrets e??
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????Kutschera??????,
p.??, Bull and Segerberg??????, p.???:
?K?Bel?S, q ? p???Bel?S, q?? Bel?S, p??.
?D?Bel?S, q?? ?Bel?S, ?q?.
???Bel?S, q?? Bel?S, Bel?S, q??.
?E??Bel?S, q?? Bel?S, ?Bel?S, q??.
?nec?q??????Bel?S, q????????
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There are already a considerable number of proposals for how to analyze presuppositions.
For example, a proposal using mental space theory by Fauconnier??????, the satisfaction
theory based on dynamic semantics?Heim???????, the binding theory that is an expansion
of discourse representation theory?Geurts???????, and so on. The first section of this paper
deals with a semantic characterization of presuppositions ; I elucidate presupposition by
introducing the notion of strong negation of propositions. I use the term the strong negation
of a sentence as negation that implies the standard negation of the sentence. Then, the two−
stage interpretation theory of presuppositions is proposed, where the two−stage theory states
that a sentence involving a presupposition is interpreted as a sentence composed of a
designating part and a predicative part. According to this two−stage theory, when a sentence
with presuppositions is negated, only its predicative part is negated while its designating part
is affirmed. This explains why a sentence involving presuppositions takes the strong negation
as its negation.
In the second section, based on these semantic considerations, I propose analyzing problems
of presuppositions in relation to beliefs of rational agents. The notion of assertion is defined as
saying what the speaker believes and the notion of collective belief is defined as a kind of
mutual belief. These definitions are conform to Nakayama ?????, ????b, ?????’s
characterization of conversations as processes of attitude ascriptions among communication
partners.
In the third section, it is shown how to solve the projection problem by placing
presuppositions into the context of mutual attitude ascriptions. Furthermore, by using the
notion of collective belief, the relationship between grammatical presuppositions and belief
ascriptions is clarified.
Additionally, this approach explains why Frege’s proposal of logical presupposition looks
attractive and it also gives basis for Stalnaker’s pragmatic approach.
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